Pombe datasets corresponding to (CID,Low,Standard,αLP) and (ETD,Low,Standard,αLP). MS-GF+ was executed twice with the parameter set for (CID,Low ,Standard,Trypsin) (denoted by MS-GF+) and for (CID,Low,Standard,αLP) (denoted by MS-GF+ (αLP-specific parameters)). For (a), (b), and (e), shown on the top of the bars is the percentages of increase in the number of identifications for the leftmost tool compared to others. (c,d) Running times of MS-GF+ and Mascot+Percolator when the number of tolerable termini (NTT) is 0 (d) and NTT=1 (e). Average running time per spectrum is shown in second. LL, HL, HH represent LL, HL, and HH spectra, respectively. When NTT=0, MS-GF+ was 80% and 50% faster for LL and HL spectra, respectively, but 30% slower for HH spectra as compared to Mascot+Percolator. When NTT=1, MS-GF+ was 210% and 40% faster for LL and HL spectra, respectively, but 40% slower for HH spectra as compared to Mascot+Percolator. Comparison of MS-GF+, and results in [1] for the yeast dataset corresponding to (CID,Low, Ubiquitination,Trypsin). The numbers of identified PSMs of GG-peptides are shown. MS-GF+ was executed twice with the parameter set for (CID,Low,Ubiquitination,Trypsin) (denoted by MS-GF+ (Ubiquitin params)) and for (CID,Low,Standard,Trypsin) (denoted by MS-GF+). MS-GF+ identified 36% more PSMs of GG-peptides as compared to [1] . With scoring parameters for (CID,Low,Ubiquitination,Trypsin), MS-GF+ further identified 8% more PSMs of GG-peptides as compared to MS-GF+ for (CID,Low,Standard,Trypsin).
Supplementary Figure 3 -MS-GF+ for Ubiquitinated Peptides
We used a yeast dataset corresponding to the spectral type (CID,Low,Ubiquitination,Trypsin) containing 452,812 spectra. This dataset was generated from the Fields laboratory (University of Washington). Yeast proteins are mock treated. Ubiquitinated proteins are purified by metal affinity resin and further digested with trypsin. Peptides are separated by SCX. The detailed experimental procedures are described in [1] .
Using this dataset, we generated a scoring parameter set for (CID,Low,Ubiquitination,Trypsin) and compared the numbers of identified PSMs of GG-peptides (peptides with two glycines attached to a lysine) for MS-GF+ and SEQUEST+Trans-Proteomics Pipeline [2] (denoted by SE-QUEST+TPP) reported in [1] (Figure ) . In this comparison, FDR 0.3% was used as in [1] . Without ubiquitination-specific scoring parameters, MS-GF+ outperformed SEQUEST+TPP, identifying 26% more PSMs of GG-peptides than SEQUEST+TPP. With ubiquitination-specific parameters, MS-GF+ further identified 8% more PSMs of GG-peptides.
Supplementary Figure 4 Various scoring parameter sets used by MS-GF+. Each vertex represents a scoring parameter set for the specified spectral type. Each edge represents what scoring parameter set (parent) is used to construct a new scoring parameter set (child). For example, a parameter set for (HCD,High,Standard,Trypsin) was constructed using the parameter set for (CID,Low,Standard,Trypsin), which in turn is used to construct a parameter set for (HCD,High,Standard,No enzyme). Starting with 5 parameter sets (vertices with no incoming edge), 20 more parameter sets were constructed. Note that users can also easily generate new parameter sets using existing parameter sets. Accuracy of the EFDR reported by MS-GF+ and the FDR via TDA for LL spectra (a) and HL spectra (b). The factual FDR was used as an estimator of true FDR. The EFDR is accurate for LL spectra but biased for HL spectra (and also HH spectra). Rescaling amino acid masses. MS-GF+ is designed under the assumption that amino acid masses are integers and uses nominal masses as integer masses of amino acids. While this enables efficient computing of MS-GF+ scores, it causes rounding errors because peaks in the spectrum correspond to real rather than nominal masses of amino acid sequences. To minimize the rounding errors, MS-GF+ rescales every mass m into 0.9995m [4, 5, 6] . This dramatically reduces the rounding errors as shown above, so one can estimate the nominal mass of a peptide (or a peak For each amino acid, shown are its nominal mass (NominalMass), real mass (RealMass), rescaled mass (RescaledMass), rounding error as the real mass minus nominal mass (ErrorRealMass), rounding error as the rescaled mass minus nominal mass (ErrorRescaledMass). Also the average of rounding errors and absolute rounding errors are shown. For every amino acid, rounding errors for rescaled masses are smaller (maximum 0.049 for Cys+57) as compared to real masses (maximum 0.101 for Arg). In addition, the average rounding error of 20 amino acids is only -0.004, meaning that even for long peptides the differences between their rescaled masses and nominal masses are usually small. Note that Carboxymethylated Cys (Cys+57) is considered instead of Cys here. Uniprot S. pombe Table 1 : Database search parameters used for MS-GF+ and Mascot+Percolator searches. The number of tolerable termini (NTT) indicates the maximum allowed number of peptide termini (0, 1, or 2) that is not consistent with the specificity of the enzyme. For example, for trypsin, NTT=0 means that only fully-tryptic peptides are considered in the search. For αLP digests, NTT was set to 2 because the cleavage specificity of αLP was unknown. For other non-tryptic enzymes, NTT was set to 1 (instead of 0 for trypsin) because they often produce peptides that are not perfectly consistent with their cleavage specificities. The number of 13 C was set to 1 to correct the error of choosing 13 C rather than 12 C peak during the MS1 peak detection. MS-GF+ does not take the fragment mass tolerance as an input, and rather implicitly assumes 0.5 Da tolerance for all spectra. For HH spectra, instead of taking smaller fragment mass tolerance (e.g. 0.05Da), MS-GF+ benefits from accurate product ion peaks using the spectral DAG scoring model (Online Method). MS-GF+ does not take the number of missed cleavages as an input, and rather allows peptides with any number of missed cleavages. For all the tools, the decoy search option was enabled for all searches to estimate the FDR. Note that a large precursor mass tolerance (50 ppm) was used for Mascot to provide sufficient training data for the Percolator algorithm [7] . Since Percolator gives a penalty to peptide identifications whose parent masses deviate from the precursor ion masses of the spectra, using a wide precursor mass tolerance increases rather than decreases the number of identifications. For Mascot only searches, the precursor mass tolerance was set to 7 ppm because it produces more identifications than using 50 ppm. For the InsPecT search for the mouse dataset, InsPecT version 20100804 was used and the precursor and fragment mass tolerances were set to 2.5 Da and 0.5 Da, respectively. For InsPecT, using a narrower precursor mass tolerance decreased the number of identifications. To calculate the FDR, the spectral E-value, ion score, and F-score were used for MS-GF+, Mascot, InsPecT, respectively, according to the procedure described in the Supplementary Note 2. For Percolator, instead of calculating the FDR, we used the q-value reported by Percolator.
Supplementary

Supplementary Note 1 -The Peptide-based Approach to MS/MS Database Search
Solving the database search problem involves the following three steps: (1) for every spectrum S ∈ Spectra, computing its spectral vector S, (2) for every variant P V ∈ P roteinDB + , computing its peptide vector PV, and (3) for every pair (P V, S) with Mass(P V ) = PrecursorMass(S), computing MSGFScore(P V, S) = PV · S. To execute these steps efficiently, one may simply execute the step (1) and (2), store all S and PV in the main memory and execute the step (3). But this is often infeasible because the number of variants is usually too large to fit all peptide vectors PV in the main memory. Alternatively, one may consider executing the step (2) on the spot for each spectrum, but this is prohibitively slow. For example, for the IPI human database, using a Core i7 920 (quad core, 2.67Ghz) with 12GB main memory, executing the step (2) alone took 54 seconds, considering partially tryptic peptides of lengths between 6 and 40, and two variable modifications Oxidation of
Met and protein N-term Acetylation.
Instead of storing both S and PV, MS-GF+ stores only S for all spectra in the main memory, and indexes them by precursor masses. Since spectral vectors compactly represent experimental spectra, MS-GF+ can store over 200,000 spectral vectors in the main memory of 4GB. Rather than finding the best scoring peptide for each spectrum, MS-GF+ then finds the best scoring spectra for each variant. This can be done efficiently by enumerating variants P V ∈ P roteinDB + one by one, generating PV on the spot, and computing MSGFScore(P V, S) = PV · S for all precomputed S where S ∈ S Mass(P V ) . In practice, for each spectrum S, MS-GF+ records the best scoring variant P V * while enumerating PVs, and updates P V * to P V whenever it finds P V , where
Similar to pFind [8] , MS-GF+ uses a suffix array (a lexicographically sorted list of all the suffixes of P roteinDB [9] ) to further optimize the database search. Since protein databases contain many similar proteins, many peptides appear in multiple copies in a database (repeated peptides). For example, the IPI human database (version 3.87) contains about 130,000 fully-tryptic peptides of length 10, but the number decreases to about 50,000 if only unique peptides are considered. If a protein database is indexed as a suffix array, peptide occurrences from the same repeated peptide appear in the neighboring indices in the suffix array. So, instead of searching peptides according to their ordering in the database, MS-GF+ searches peptides according to their ordering in the suffix array, and uses the Longest Common Prefix (LCP) data structure [9] to score each unique peptide only once ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ).
MS-GF+ achieved an order of magnitude speedup compared to the early versions of MS-GFDB.
Furthermore, pre-processing of the database required to run MS-GF+ is much faster as compared to MS-GFDB which uses indices from peptide masses to the peptide locations ( Figure 2 in the main text). The indexing in MS-GFDB had to be repeated even for the same protein database depending on the enzymes and modifications. In contrast, MS-GF+ uses a suffix array of a protein database that needs to be constructed only once, i.e., it does not depend on the chosen enzyme and allowed modifications. Also suffix arrays in MS-GF+ can be constructed much faster than indices in MS-GFDB while being more memory-efficient [8] .
Note that MS-GFDB was implemented as a prototype of MS-GF+ and in the first year of MS-GF+ developments, we were distributing it under the name MS-GFDB.
Supplementary Note 2 -Estimating FDRs
Given a spectral E-value threshold t, MS-GF+ uses the following variation of the TDA to compute FDR:
1. Generate a decoy database by reversing the target database.
2. Concatenate the target and decoy database and run a database search tool against the concatenated database. For each spectrum, consider only the best scoring PSM.
3. Sort all PSMs in decreasing order of spectral E-values. 5. Report the set of target PSMs with spectral E-values equal or smaller than t.
One can estimate FDRs without using TDA (denoted EFDR) by applying the method presented in [10] . We evaluated the accuracy of the EFDR estimates using the de facto standard method using spectra from samples of known proteins (described in [11] ). For this purpose, we obtained the LTQ-Orbitrap dataset in Mix 7 from the ISB Standard Protein Mix Database generated from 18 known proteins [12] . Out of 10 replicates, we selected the replicate #2 containing 4,966 spectra and ran MS-GF+ against the yeast database appended to the 18 protein sequences. In these searches, PSMs matched to the 18 proteins and yeast proteins are distinguished as factual and non-factual PSMs, respectively. We computed factual FDRs as the portion of factual PSMs over non-factual PSMs (at a certain E-value threshold) and used this factual FDR as an estimator of "true" FDR.
MS-GF+ was run twice with varying precursor mass tolerances: 2.5 Da to represent LL spectra and 30 ppm to represent HL spectra. We compared how the EFDR (denoted by EFDR (MS-GF+)) and the FDR computed via TDA (denoted by FDR (TDA)) match with the factual FDR for varying thresholds ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). For LL spectra, the EFDR matched very well with the factual FDR in the entire range. In particular, for thresholds below 0.05 (used by most MS experiments), the EFDR estimation was better than the estimation via TDA. However, for HL spectra (and for HH spectra), the EFDR was biased towards conservative estimations.
The EFDR is biased for HH and HL spectra because E-values reported by MS-GF+ are biased.
This is due to a discrepancy between the search space of the database search and the E-value computation presented in the previous section; in the high-precision setting, peptides considered are those with masses matching the precursor mass of the input spectrum within a narrow tolerance (e.g. 10 ppm); but in the E-value computation, peptides considered are those with masses matching the nominal precursor mass of the input spectrum. For HL and HH spectra, E-values computed by MS-GF+ are larger than they should be (conservative estimation) when a strict precursor mass tolerance (e.g. 10ppm) is used. 
Supplementary Note 3 -From Ion DAGs to a Single Spectral DAG
Given a set of ion DAGs of a spectrum S (for each ion ∈ I), we generate a single spectral DAG (instead of a spectral vector) of S. A spectral DAG is a DAG with a vertex set V = {0, . . . , M = PrecursorMass(S)} and and edge set E = {(i, j)|j − i ∈ Mass(a) for a ∈ A + }, where the score of a vertex i is the sum of VertexScore(i) over all ion DAGs of S, the score of an edge (i, j) is the sum of EdgeScore(i, j) over all ion DAGs of S, the probability of an edge is defined as 1 20 , the score of a path is defined as the sum of scores of its vertices and edges, and the probability of a path is defined as the product of probabilities of its edges. Note that a path of a spectral DAG represents a peptide (or a variant), and the score of a path represents the score of the peptide represented by the path.
Given a spectral DAG, one can compute spectral E-values of peptides (or variants) using the generating function approach [13] . The generating function approach works for any DAG as long as the score of a path (variant) in the DAG is represented as the sum of scores of the vertices along the path. While the spectral DAG has scores both on vertices and edges, it can be converted into a DAG having scores only on vertices by introducing a new vertex v i,j for every edge (i, j) and replacing the edge (i, j) by two edges (i, v i,j ) and (v i,j , j). Thus, the generating function approach can be applied to this "spectral DAG" scoring model. Note the spectral DAG scoring model is only applied to HH spectra (see Supplementary Note 3 for details).
In theory, one can apply this spectral DAG scoring model to all HH, HL, and LL spectra.
However, for HL and LL spectra, using this spectral DAG scoring model only slightly increases the number of peptide identifications (by less than 5%) while doubling the running time. For HH spectra, we found that it is beneficial to convert multiply charged product ion peaks into singly charged ion peaks (charge deconvolution) prior to generating spectral DAGs. We use the following simple algorithm for the charge deconvolution: if two peaks are separated by (mass of 13 C−mass of 12 C)/c within a small tolerance (e.g. 0.01 Da), we assume they are charge c and convert them into charge 1.
